Best duramax fuel filter

Fuel is the main food of an engine. Stronger the engine, the higher amount of fuel that it needs.
But a lot of incomplete combustion and circulation happens in the engine that causes the fuel to
become dirty. Dirty fuel will slow down any kind of engine â€” even the mighty Chevy Duramax.
It may be one of the most reliable engines out there, but in order to get the longest use out of it,
you will have to add a fuel filter to it. There are many filters available in the market. So check
them out below to avoid further confusion! GM is a big name in the automotive world. They
come with years of experience and expertise in the field. This TP is a fuel filter that comes with
the best innovation from GM. Installation and compatibility issues will go out the window
because this is made to the original blueprint of the GM vehicles and engines, and so it will fit
right into the interior. This filter can handle all kinds of contaminants. Dust, paint particles, and
rust will never clog up the fuel tank if the oil is allowed to pass through this filter. Due to the
ACDelco professional advantage, this engine will filter out all the contaminants of the fuel
before they enter the delivery system. There is no water separator in the filter â€” it will only
work to pull out oil contaminants. If you want to run your engine on the stock fuel system, then
this is the filter for you. The filter on the outside is a bit rough and will stop thicker particles on
their tracks. But inside it is a fine micron filter that will stop the finer particles from getting
through. So with this double-layered filter, the fuel will get cleaned through and through. This is
a complete, all-encompassing filter set that is going to clean up the fuel for you to make your
engine super smooth and efficient. The filter kit includes a fuel filter and a filter head. There is
also a sensor that indicates the level of accumulates that have gathered up in the filter screen. If
you have a Duramax 6. On the other hand, there are models from the year â€” that will also work
with this filter after you get it slightly modified. The micron level of the inner filter is 5, and the
filter inside is multi-layered. The fuel will go through several degrees of screening before finally
reaching the main feeding station of the engine. The filter comes thus with such high efficiency.
But another thing that makes it stand out is that it has a billet body made with aluminum. On top
of being made with this highly non-corrosive metal, the filter head has been passed through the
process of electrophoresis, which further prevents rust or any sort of decay to the body. This
filter is also pretty simple to clean â€” you can thread it out and clean it regularly whenever the
filtrates start to accumulate under. This is a spin-on metal fuel filter that comes with a water
separator along with the fuel filtering screens. If you are looking for a filter that will be finer than
the ones we had been talking about, this is one to go for. It has a heavy-duty body made with
durable plastic. You might have some concerns with the plastic, but in reality, the quality and
thickness of the plastic used here makes it way better, way more durable, and much more
affordable than metal ones. When installing it, you will be surprised at how perfectly it will sit
into the uppermost compartment of the engine. This gives its body more heft and stability so
that it is less susceptible to damage. One of the main problems with filters is that they leak. Not
this one, though. You will find this plastic to be much more reliable in terms of fuel-water
separation as well as with the fuel separation. This is an excellent filter for Duramax engines. It
has a very tough and rigid body made with thick anodized aluminum. The metal itself is already
resistant to corrosion. And the anodization on the top layer just makes it all the more resistant
to any rust attacks caused by moisture. The filter adapter threads right into the head of the OEM
filter and fits tightly in place. You will have great clearance for whenever you want to remove
and clean up the filter. Two extra accessories â€” an extra bleeder screw and a bleeder spacer
will be provided in the kit in case any damage comes on the threads. This is a perfect fit for
most Duramax filters. The only ones it will not be a good fit for are the LML and L5P trucks
because their fuel tank is longer. This is a very affordable, trusted, and reliable filter â€” you are
not going to regret buying this for your truck as the mileage and the fuel economy will greatly
be enhanced by many degrees after this filter has been installed. However, this will not be
compatible with every type of Duramax. For maintaining the right neatness and quality of the
filtration, this should only be applied if you have a Duramax that was made after It will only take
about minutes to thread it into the engine compartment. O-rings will be provided in the kit, and
the canister will also sit well adjusted into the engine folds. The micron level of this filter is just
right â€” there will be no clogging until about 20, miles in the least. Moreover, GM recommends
using this for their Duramax engines for the best cleaning on the fuel. The fuel filter is vital for
keeping fuel clean so that your vehicle runs efficiently. The fitler must come with a body that
you can depend on. It must be stable and strong enough to last you a long time. So, we will
advise you to get an aluminum filter over all the other options you have. The primary property
which makes aluminum a good choice for fuel filters is their resistance to corrosion. The
naturally forming layer of oxide on aluminum helps to shield it from the surrounding moisture
and thus helps to prolong its life. There are other useful properties of aluminum that make it
suitable for these filters. Aluminum is very ductile, lightweight, non-magnetic, and impenetrable.
You will also get a larger variety of corrosion-preventive measures in the form of externally

applied processes like electrophoresis, anodization, or painting. The bad thing about filters is
that there is no universal size that fits all. If your stock filter has been damaged and you need a
replacement, then you will need to get into the specifics of the fuel filter to find out which one
suits you best. After you are sure that you have found a compatible filter, make sure that the
threads line up properly with your stock fuel filter. This is the most important aspect of a filter. It
is a measure of the size of particles that will get held up within the filter screen. The smaller the
micron permeability, the cleaner your fuel will stay. Fine sand is of the biggest size â€” it is
microns. Each salt grain is of 60 microns, silt is about 44, waste from dust mites has particles of
20 microns, and finally, the smallest particle size is that of pollen, which basically has 15
microns for each individual grain. The best micron permeability level for a filter is about 5
microns or lower than that. These filters will catch all the particulates we mentioned and more.
Note that such a fine filter will surely get filled up more easily and thus will need to be replaced
sooner than those that come with higher permeability. Ans: The first indication for a filter
change is when you see that your vehicle is slowing down unexpectedly. If this happens, start
paying more attention to what the car does during acceleration. Ans: The best thing for you to
do is to get a new filter after your car has covered every 10, to 25, miles. Ans: Of course, it is
necessary. Getting clean filters helps the engine to stay healthy. Ans: The optimum level of
cleaning can be gotten from filters that have a permeability of about levels of a micron. This one
will filter out all the impurities without getting clogged up too much. If you are looking to give
your Duramax the longest life and the best output from its potential, then it is absolutely
necessary that you get the best Duramax fuel filter to clean up the fuel before it goes into the
intake system. Best of luck with the rest of it! Also, if you are looking for best budget turbo
upgrade , then you can check out our review guide on it. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Highlighted Features Made with durable threading â€” easy to open and clean It has a billet
body made of aluminum Filter head comes with an electrophoresis coating on the surface No
troubles with rust or corrosion Comes with water separation and an indicator sensor
Multi-layered filter screen that has a micron level of 5 degrees Check Latest Price on Amazon.
Highlighted Features Has a heavy-duty plastic body Very reliable and durable Comes with water
separation as well Super easy to install â€” only takes a few minutes Check Latest Price on
Amazon. Highlighted Features Made with anodized aluminum No rust or corrosion will form to
hinder its performance Will not need cleaning for about , miles Comes with a fuel light sensor
for easy indication Check Latest Price on Amazon. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Looking for the best fuel filters for your vehicle? The main
objective of such filters is to prevent the penetration of abrasive impurities and resins, formed
due to chemical reactions, in the fuel line and the combustion chamber. However, diesel fuel
has a high paraffin content, which crystallizes at negative temperatures. When such particles hit
the engine, it often becomes too dangerous for it. Low-quality standard fuel filters often retain
water poorly and it simply leaks through them. Then enters the injection system along with the
fuel. As a result, the combustion process of the mixture is disturbed and corrosion occurs since
even a small amount of water quickly leads to damaging the sensitive injection system. If the
cause is a blockage in the fuel filter, these faults can usually be fixed with simple maintenance.
A worse situation may occur though if the filter is poor quality or the internal structure is
damaged â€” the raw fuel will flow into the engine, leading to more serious problems.
Low-quality fuel filters have a number of disadvantages:. The blowout is a difficult situation
since raw fuel can disrupt the operation of the injectors and the entire injection system. If the
filter material breaks, the raw fuel can damage the nozzles and cause serious wear and tear of
the injection system. This will lead to a violation of the injection process and reduce engine
power. But when using high-quality filters this does not happen. Providing the highest level of
fuel cleaning, high-quality filters give optimal engine power and protect the injection systems
from damage and corrosion. The following fuel filters in the list below are highly efficient.
Directly in the fuel tank itself, pre-filtration occurs. Primary filtration. Secondary filtration. The
main distinctive composite filter elements of diesel engines are nothing more than a shield that
effectively blocks access to the water penetration into the combustion chamber of the engine.
ACDelco provides the performance and dependability that you expect. These premium
aftermarket filters are essential for your engine. Perfect fit, form, and function. Great for keeping
your diesel fuel clean. Expect the best and get it! Quality and cost control is everything for
Baldwin. When it comes to coverage, Baldwin Filters provide the widest range of heavy-duty
fuel filters in the industry. They protect sensitive fuel system components injection pumps,
injectors from water, fungus and bacteria, precipitates, particulates, and wax. With these
genuine direct replacement coalescing fuel filters, you get the highest water and particle
removal efficiency All the liquid is captured in the water sump and prevented from exiting the

filter. The unique can design is proven to resist impact and seal deformation. This filter adaptor
is made of high standard quality material to meet your requirements. This adaptor makes your
filter more efficient with less expensive costs when it comes to the replacement. This fuel filter
primary spin-on with drain undergo strict quality control and product testing, consequently
minimizing the risks of expensive repairs to system components. Installation of this durable and
highly efficient filter eliminates wear of the fuel system, saves important parts that operate at
high pressure in contact with the fuel. Fuel filters for diesel engines have a more complex
structure than, say, for carburetor or injection engines. In addition to alien elements, the filter
must retain water, not letting it into the combustion chamber. The diesel engine is quite
capricious about the quality and degree of purification of the fuel mixture. Therefore, diesel fuel
goes through 3 stages of purification: in the tank, in the primary fuel filter, and in the fine filter.
The worse the fuel quality is, the more often you need to change the filters. The filter should be
neither better nor worse the one that strictly meets the parameters of the engine. First of all, of
course, you should pay attention to quality. Currently, the market is full of all sorts of
suggestions. With the stated similar characteristics, the price may differ x10 times. But do not
give in to the cheap temptation. Here are the main characteristics to pay attention to when
choosing the filter: capacity , heating element power , filtration quality , permissible pressure ,
and dimensions. For smooth vehicle operation, all these parameters should be appropriate to
the features of the engine power supply system. You want to aim for proven manufacturers of
original parts, do not save and purchase heating devices, buy delicate cleaning models for
better quality filtration. When choosing, one should focus on the engine brand and technical
parameters: external and internal diameter , diameters of the inlet and outlet connections , and
overall dimensions of the body frame. When buying, you should pay attention to the
completeness of the filter: many manufacturers add 0-rings , which are totally not superfluous
when replacing the filter. Filters for diesel fuel are required to remain effective at below 0C
temperatures. Paraffin crystallizes in a diesel engine, clogging the usual filter. Often found on
sale special filters control the temperature of the incoming fuel. Despite the excellent quality
and timely replacement of filters, it is better to monitor the quality of fuel and refuel at proven
gas stations only. Also, the elementary presence of water and mechanical impurities in the fuel
are destructive. Therefore, we advise you to install fuel filters of high-quality manufacturers to
avoid any unpleasant surprises during driving. Signs of blockage or failure of the fuel filter: Fuel
consumption increases. Vehicle twitches when going uphills. Reduced engine power. The
vehicle stalls at idle. The car starts braking by itself. Poor acceleration. The engine stumbles or
stalls Fuel odor in or around the vehicle. When driving, the power unit of the engine starts
vibrating, the engine noticeably loses power. There may be misfiring, which is accompanied by
a strong clapping in the exhaust system. Low-quality fuel filters have a number of
disadvantages: Coarse filtering material does not trap small impurities and allows small
particles to pass through. The poor quality filter paper is dangerous because of
micro-contaminants separation, getting into the pump and then to the engine injectors with the
fuel. Standard filters have a low absorption capacity , quickly become clogged and require more
frequent replacement. A clogged filter prevents the fuel run , so the vehicle may simply not
start. Too loose winding reduces the quality of the filter to almost zero. The poor-quality filter
material may become torn , and the fuel will get into the injection system almost raw. In a diesel
fuel filter, fuel cleaning is carried out using three interrelated steps: 1. View on Amazon. You
may also like. More Information. Owners of the Duramax diesel engines often ask us what the
best fuel filter for Duramax is. Some of these owners do their own fuel filter changes and
automobile maintenance, and some of them are simply making sure that the mechanic shop
they use are providing the best fuel filter for their vehicle. The majority of fuel filters designed to
be used in diesel engines is good filters. We feel that the following filters are five of the best
ones. These filters are listed in no particular order. They all met or exceeded our protocols
designed by our diesel owners and diesel mechanics. This ACDelco fuel filter will protect your
engine from dirt, rust, or paint particles that could possibly be present in the diesel you
purchase. The filter is designed to trap the particles so they do not have the opportunity to enter
into your working engine parts. This filter weighs one pound and measures 6. It is manufactured
by ACDelco, and most automobile owners know the brand and trust products made by this
manufacturer. ASDelco is the parts brand used the most by General Motors in their vehicles.
They are the makers of the original equipment parts so the use of this fuel filter will not void
your vehicle warranty. The filter comes with a two o-rings for installation. One o-ring should be
positioned at the top of the filter housing and the other one should be placed on the bottom so
the drain plug seals properly. The filters fit tighter than many others so you have fewer leak
problems. You want to change the filter at about the same time that you change your oil filter so
you get the maximum protection and performance from your Duramax engine. It is one of the

original equipment choices that GM uses on their Duramax diesel engines. This filter weighs 5.
It is the element insert that goes inside the filter housing and does not come with a new housing
assembly. All of the necessary o-rings come with the filter. You will need to have a 36mm socket
and an 18mm socket for the installation process. The 18 mm socket will be used to loosen the
drain plug and the 36mm socket will be used to remove the filter cap that covers the element.
The filter is made of the highest quality element media. The pleated design allows the filter to
capture a larger amount of contaminants and provide you coverage for a longer period of time.
Since this is an original equipment part you do not have to worry about voiding your vehicle
warranty when you use it. You can also rest assured that since the part is the same ones
chosen by the manufacturer you are getting something that is designed to work perfectly with
the engine you have. This Wix fuel filter is designed to separate the water that could be present
in your diesel fuel from the fuel your engine needs. Water in your fuel can cause corrosion in
your engine, it can cause your engine to begin to run poorly and even to overheat. You know
that water in your fuel can cause damage to your fuel injectors and make you have to replace
those costly items. A fuel filter designed to stop water from being able to get to the working
parts of your engine will save you time and money. This particular filter has an open end
bottom. It was specifically designed to be used on the Chevrolet and General Motors trucks that
house a 6. The filter weighs This is a replacement filter element not an entire filter and housing
assembly. It is listed as a 7 micron filter. That means it traps the large contaminants of rust,
trash, and debris that can be found in fuel, and the majority of the finer particles of these
contaminants. This filter is made with a metal casting. It weighs 1. It is specifically designed to
be used on Chevrolet and General Motor vehicles that house the 6. It is a spin on filter. It has an
open port on the end and it is a water and fuel separator. You will be protected from large and
fine particles of dirt and debris as well as water that could be detrimental to your engine. It is a 2
micron filter and removes more of the trash and debris than the common original equipment
filter is designed to keep out of your engine. The filter does come with the appropriate o-rings
for installation. Your only concern will be getting the filter tightened properly so that it stays
properly in place. If you are looking for a filter replacement that will save you money while still
providing the best protection for your vehicle manufactured between and then this is the filter
for you. It fits perfectly on that year model of trucks that have the 6. You will not have to make
any modifications to your factory system to accommodate this filter. That may stop the use of
this filter from voiding your warranty package. The filter weighs 2. It is a screw on type of filter.
It is designed to easily thread onto the original equipment filter head. A filter head spacer is
included that will give you a greater amount of room when you are doing filter changes. It also
has an aluminum bleeder screw for you to replace the plastic bleeder screw that came on the
original equipment. If you use this filter you can save a lot of money on your fuel filter changes
and thusly you will be able to change your fuel filter on a regular basis and protect your engine
better. This could increase the life expectancy of your engine, and help you get maximum fuel
usage and increased miles per gallon. When you are choosing the best filter for your duramax
vehicle consider the following things about the filters you have to choose from. Some fuel filters
are designed to be completely changed when you change them. This means the entire housing
needs to be replaced when you change your fuel filter. Of course changing a complete housing
is more work and it is more costly than changing a filtration element. Other fuel filters provide
you with a replaceable filtration element that fits into the housing you already have installed.
These filters cost less because there are fewer components. They are easier to change, and
they are usually made of the same high quality filter media that the other filters are made of.
That means that the filter would eliminate specific numbers of contaminants that measure 6, 6
or 14 microns. The 18 represents a filtration of 2, particles that measure larger than 4 microns
while the 16 represents a filtration of at least particles that are larger than 6 microns. The final
number of 13 represents filtration that can remove 80 particles that measure 14 microns or
larger. These calculations are designed for each milliliter or fuel cleansed by the filter. No
human eye would ever be able to see particles of this size without the help of a microscope. You
want to get a filter that is going to protect you from as many contaminants as possible. The fuel
filter ability to stop certain sizes of particles from entering your fuel system is measured in
microns. If a fuel filter is labeled as 3 microns then it will be effective at stopping particles or
contaminants that are 3 microns or larger in size. If the fuel filter is labeled as 5 microns then it
will stop particles that are 5 microns or larger. The materials that are used to craft the filtration
element are referred to as media. The glass fibers are uniform in size and diameter where the
cellulose fibers are not uniform. The glass fibers are smaller and capable of trapping more
particles and finer particles than the larger cellulose fibers can. When you choose a filter
element make sure that the media the element is crafted from will be able to catch the most
contaminants. The cap and housing elements for a fuel filter can be made of plastic or metal.

Choose the filter that is made of the most durable materials so you will not have to change them
as often. Your first consideration with a fuel filter, or any other filter on your vehicle; must be
whether the filter will void your manufacturer warranty or not. Always check your warranty
details prior to changing the filter type that is on the vehicle. Once you decide to change the
filter type then make certain that you get a filter that
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is the exact same size as the original filter so you will get a precise fit. If your filter does not fit
exactly like the original equipment there is a possibility of leakage. I am a contractor. I love my
job to the moon and back. I like to try new tools that can ease my work and satisfy my clients. I
am not a blogger, am a DIY person who wants to help my fellow friends. Check Latest Price And
Stock. How to Choose The Perfect Duramax Fuel Filter When you are choosing the best filter for
your duramax vehicle consider the following things about the filters you have to choose from.
Filter Element of Complete Housing Some fuel filters are designed to be completely changed
when you change them. Microns You want to get a filter that is going to protect you from as
many contaminants as possible. Media The materials that are used to craft the filtration element
are referred to as media. Metal or Plastic Components The cap and housing elements for a fuel
filter can be made of plastic or metal.

